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BATMAN

Previous position:
Super hero in Gotham City
Languages: English (first language),
Japanese (A2), Chinese (A2),

Age: 35 years old
Height : 5’ 10 ‘’
Weight: 175 lbs
Desired salary: $9000 a month
+ a company batmobile and health insurance

He is/isn’t....
smaller than
as big as
stronger than
heavier than
shorter than
less frightening than
older than
as solid as

less impressive than
more agile than
as discreet as
younger than
more experienced than
wiser than
slower than
as fast as
more handsome than
less intelligent than

more mysterious than
more resistant than
meaner than
less accomplished than
less wealthy than
cheekier than
as brutal as
calmer than
lighter than

He...
costs more than
asks for less than
flies better than
can hide as well as
works harder than
speaks more languages than

inspires less confidence than
uses more technology than
drives a car much better than
moves as discreetly as
scares many more people than
does paperwork worse than
can learn a new language more
easily than

He’s got...
less loved ones thanmore experience thanas much strength asmore personal problems thana prettier car than

It’s less widely spoken than
It’s a more useful language than
It’s a more reasonable demand than
It’s as dangerous as
It isn’t as ridiculous as

SPIDER-MAN

Previous position:
Super hero in New York City
Languages: English (first language),
French (C1), Norwegian (A2),
German (A2)

Age: 22 years old
Height: 5’ 6’’
Weight: 140 lbs
Desired salary: $3000 a month
+ free dining and unlimited sweets at work

SUPERMAN

Previous position:
Super hero in Chicago
Languages: English (first language),
Spanish (B2), a bit of Kryptonian

Age: 27 years old
Height: 6’ 7’’
Weight: 195 lbs
Desired salary: $5000 a month
+ 1 month of vacation in the summer and Christmas

In Panam City,
super villains are everywhere.

The police are overwhelmed.

Who do they need to recruit?


